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OPENING conversations
Solent Design Studio Ltd has revamped its folding capabilities 

with investment in a Horizon AFC-566A folder.
“We can now think more creatively”



HELLO& 
WELCOME

Welcome to the latest edition of our 
regular regional newsletter . 

The year has had a very busy start with a 
great show at Packaging Innovations and our 
own successful Real Print & Finish event.

Proving to be a great crowd pleaser was the 
new, highly affordable, foiling and spot varnish 
Multi-functional Inprinting Unit. Retrofittable, it 
enables the Vega, Mercury and Taurus B3 and 
B2 laminators to produce red, gold, silver and 
green foil as well as spot gloss.

Customers, it seems to me, are looking 
for ways to enhance their print finishing by 
bringing services in-house or enhancing what 
they already offer.

The foiler is perfect for this but so too will be 
Horizon’s drupa announcements. The already 
highly automated solutions will be further 
enhanced with operational developments that 
improve productivity and efficiency. 

More news on this will be announced later in 
the year.

For those of you looking to make an 
investment, and with finance rates being 
as low as they are, now is as good a time 
as any to enjoy the latest developments in 
technology.

Please ask me how I can help you enable 
your business to make the most of what 
we have to offer.

MALCOLM SAUNDERS
IFS Regional Sales Manager
South West
M: 07767 687351
E: malcolm.saunders@ifsl.uk.com
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OPENING
CONVERSATIONS
Horizon AFC-566F

Just the time it takes to set up a job has made a 
big difference. The job memory storage is a big bonus. 
We get a few repeat jobs and this saves a lot of time. 
We also have one job where the roller pressure is 
adjusted. Before this manually took a long time to 
prepare. Now it is just the touch of a button. We are also 
confident in offering more challenging possibilities to 
clients now.”

Reynolds first saw the folder a few years ago when the 
operation was searching a bookletmaking line. It chose 
a Horizon SPF20A from IFS: “We saw the folder and 
had a demo then. We bought the booklet line and that 
ran really well so when it came to investing in a folder 
we knew Horizon, we could see it was quick and easy 
to set up so the decision was made. We also bought 
a cross folder unit. This is something we were doing 
very slowly by hand. Now it is a much faster process. 
We can now think more creatively about what we can 
offer our clients. We have explained to our design team 
what the folder can do and now they are working on 
developing a range of different options. This is opening 
up conversations that we can have with clients which 
shows we are investing in them too. They are also 
interested to see what other type of work we are doing.
It is now a process we don’t have to worry about. It is 
one less headache. I wish we had more folding jobs.

Southampton commercial print business Solent Design 
Studio Ltd has revamped its folding capabilities with 
investment in a Horizon AFC-566A folder.
The fully-automatic folder which replaces an aging 
system made an immediate impact explains Craig 
Reynolds, production director:

We can now think more creatively  
about what we can offer our clients
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A WIN WIN
SITUATION
Horizon BQ470 and HT30

Four-fold
INCREASE
Horizon SPF/FC-200A

We took this contract on from a local company 
for all their books and brochures. The amount of perfect 
bound work we were doing jumped so it seemed the 
right time to make the investment.”

Crossprint also acquired local print and packaging 
operation Beacon Print and the expansion of the bindery 
was timed to support the new opportunities the enlarged 
business was enjoying. He continues: “We did look 
at a number of systems on the market but we have a 
Horizon AFC566FG folder, a Horizon MKU54 and a 
Perfecta 92TVC guillotine from IFS. When we saw the 
BQ470 we knew it would do what we needed it to.”
Stuart Murray, Production Manager, adds: “The training 
was simple. It was relatively easy to set up and now 
there are four people in the bindery that can run it. We 
haven’t had any problems. We are very pleased with it.”
As for the HT30 he explains: “It was added to trim the 
books. It sits alongside the perfect binder and completes 
the process.”

With regard to return on investment Sell says the 
investment was a necessity and so there were no set 
expectations but adds: “We will be able to win more 
work and turn it around much faster. There is no need 
to send it off the Island from completion. That saves us 
at least two days. This means we can better control the 
costs and save on transportation. We have used it a 
lot since it was installed. The investment has been 
very good for us. People are now realising what we 
can do.

Isle of Wight general commercial printer Crossprint 
has brought all its perfect binding inhouse with 
investment in a Horizon BQ470 four clamp perfect 
binder and a Horizon HT30 three side trimmer.
Tim Sell, Managing Director, explains the investment 
was made after a significant business win: It is making a huge difference,” states group head 

of operation Alan Jackson. “It is a lot more efficient. We 
have seen a four-fold increase in productivity. For some 
jobs we have gone from being able to complete 300 
booklets per hour to 1800.”

“The bindery used to be a bottleneck but the Horizon 
has completely removed that. We will be able to take 
on more work confident in our ability to meet our client’s 
deadlines. It will pay for itself in spades.”

“Our existing Horizon stitch fold trim line was 25 years 
old and it was not as reliable as it once was. We looked 
at Duplo systems but having run a Horizon system for 
so long we knew any like for like replacement would be 
reliable. We had more confidence in its abilities. We also 
knew we would have a great service relationship with 
IFS. It was a no brainer.”

“The touch screen set up makes operation easy and will 
help us with shorter runs. It genuinely does what is says 
on the tin.

Production in Melody Press Printers’ bindery is 
smoother, more streamlined and bottlenecks have 
been eliminated following its investment in a Horizon 
SPF/FC-200A stitch/fold/trim line.

It genuinely does what is says on the tin
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Perfectly built
Perfecta 115 Flowline 

Intelligent Finishing Systems, Unit C, ATA House, 
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7SS
T: 020 8991 6624  www.ifsl.uk.com

    
CONTACT MALCOLM SAUNDERS

IF YOU WOULD LIKE ANY INFORMATION, OR 
TO ORGANISE A DEMONSTRATION OF ANY OF 
OUR PRODUCTS PLEASE CALL OR EMAIL ME

Malcolm Saunders
IFS Regional Sales Manager
South West
M: 07767 687351
E: malcolm.saunders@ifsl.uk.com

We wanted a system that 
offered more reliability

Swindon B2 commercial printer Rumbold Holland has upgraded its guillotining capabilities with a 
Perfecta 115 Flowline high speed, heavy-duty precision system from Intelligent Finishing Systems that 
includes pre- and post-cut stacking. Wayne Rumbold, Joint Managing Director, explains:

The investment was a like for like replacement. We wanted a system that offered more reliability 
and had the ability to handle a wider range of complexity.” He continues: “There is a lot more job ganging 
now to aid flexibility and that in turn increases production capacity and profitability. The ease of use of the 
Perfecta and its programmability makes this much easier and quicker. “We looked at other guillotines 
but the Perfecta’s build was good. We also like working with IFS and its support and service.

Rumbold Holland has a wide variety of clients from the public, financial services and retail 
sectors. The B2 specialist works directly with clients or with them through third party 
companies including marketing agencies and print management facilitators.


